Due on 2020-03-27, 23:59 IST
1. Draw different circuits for implementing \((A+B+C+D+E+F+G+H)/8\). Analyze the accuracy in each of the case and find out the optimal circuit in respect of accuracy. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of each of the implementation.
2. What is glitch in the digital circuit? Explain the glitch considering one example (with full waveform). How to reduce the glitch in the circuit.
3. Find all the hazards in F?
   
   **Find All The Hazards In F.**

   ![Diagram](image)

4. In the following figure, it is desired to toggle the select of the mux from CLOCK_DIV to CLOCK and both the clocks are running. What are the architectural and STA considerations for the same?

   ![Diagram](image)

5. a) In Back-end Design Which Violation Has More Priority? Why?

   b) What Is Negative Slack? What Is Slack?

   c) How Can You Avoid Hold Time Violations? How Can You Avoid Setup Time Violations?
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